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THE WAR IS IMMEDIATE TASK OF AMERICANS

The following is the text of the Postscript delivered by Mr. W. Averell

Harriman, United States representative in England, after the nine o’clock

news tonight. Not to be published before Broadcast with which it must be

checked.

I appreciate this opportunity to talk to you - the British people - at

home and overseas. It is my good fortune to have been given the task of

serving my country by serving you. The president sent me to London

immediately after the passage of the Lend-Lease Act to see that you got all

possible supplies you needed, and when you needed them.

Thus, it has been my privilege during most of this year to live in England,

to visit some of your Dominions, some of your Colonies, your troops in the

Middle East, your embassies and legations in other lands. I want to thank you

for your hospitality in all my travels. But there is something much deeper

for which I wish to express my gratitude.

There is an expression used in America which has been generally accepted.

It is the phrase "Aid to Britain." It is, I believe, an unfortunate expression,
as it conveys an incorrect connotation. Yes, my country is giving aid to

Britain but it is giving it in the same sense - the same manner as your

factories are aiding your troops in supplying guns and ammunition to carry on

the fight - our fight.

We Americans are grateful to you for using so well in the common

what we are able to send you.

We have admired the stubborness of your resistance, the courage and

competence of the men in your services, the determination of every man -

every woman of Britain.

You have been patient too, with us Americans, when we have been slow to

act. Questions, yes, you have asked. Why and how things are moving in the

United States; why have we strikes; why has our production been so slow; when

will we get into the war? You have been understanding, I have thought, largely
because you remembered the period you went through. It is hard for peace-

loving democracies to involve themselves in war.

We have been educated to believe that our oceans are our Maginot Lines,

securing us against the strife of the old world.
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Yet gradually, the people of the United States have come to understand the

meaning of the Nazi menace to us. In fact, we started at once on measures designed

to help destroy Hitler, yet all purporting to keep us out of war. In October

1939 the provision in our Neutrality Act preventing the sale of arms to you and

your allies, was repealed - to keep us out of war. When we found a year later

that you no longer had dollars to continue to buy our arms, the Lend-Lease Act

was proposed and passed - again to keep us out of war.

The losses of our shipments to you, in the Battle of the Atlantic, led us to

commence our naval patrol and subsequently our convoy - again to keep us out of

war. And now our navy is shooting Germans - German submarines and aircraft at

sea - still to keep us out of war. But during these, months, the words "keep us

out of war" have come to have new meaning. We know now and understand we can

have no peace until Hitlerism is destroyed.

With the repeal last week of the rest of the restrictive provisions of the

Neutrality Act, our merchant ships will now go to ports in the combat area. Our

shipbuilding program, both naval and merchant, is well ahead of schedule, I am

glad to report. Ships, built in dockyards which were mudflats less than a year

ago, are already sailing the seas. The American nation intends to see that you

get the supplies we have promised.

Our supplies, in the last few months, have reached your forces in the Middle

East - tanks and aircraft.

I was there when the first American tanks were unloaded. Early one morning,
I went with General Auchinleck to inspect them. It was but a few days after he

had taken command, A sergeant of our army, one of a group of American soldiers

who had come out to instruct your troops in the use of the tanks - this American

sergeant proudly explained to General Auchinleck the mechanism of the tank, each

detail, its armour, its armament.

Then he drove him in the tank to the neighbouring desert, to show how it

performed. I awaited their return with some concern. Our tanks are different

from your tanks. Perhaps he would find ours wanting in some essential. The

tank returned. General Auchinleck pulled his large frame out of the small

opening in the turret, and with typical British brevity he turned to me and said:

"She’ll do. It’s a fine weapon, manoeuvrable and sturdy. How many can you

send?" This same tank and many more that have arrived in the months since, have

been carrying your soldiers in the battle raging on the Libyan Desert.

I talked to your pilots flying American Tomahawks and American Marylands.
These young pilots had confidence in our American planes. They had already

brought down German fighters. Some troubles, yes, adjustments to desert

conditions, but these have been corrected. More and better planes have arrived

since.
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I was in the Middle East at a moment when things weren't too bright, just
after Greece, Crete, Sollum - Syria was just beginning. The stubborness of

the Russian resistance was not then clear. Yet your troops, men and officers

alike, were confident. The odds had been against them but everywhere I found

the same story - at anything like even weights your soldiers knew they were

the master of the German. They only wanted the chance to prove it.

The hearts of all Americans are with your troops in the fight in the

desert tonight, and we hope - we pray - that our tanks, our planes, are

serving them well. We feel we can claim a share in this critical battle.

Our American equipment is beginning to find its way as well to another

front - the Russian. I was sent by the President recently, with an American

Mission, to Moscow, with Lord Beaverbrook and your British Mission. Lord

Beaverbrook has told you much about this journey and what we saw. I endorse

all he has said. Russia will fight on, I want to tell you something about it

from the American angle.

We, in America, want no part of Communism in our country. Many people
didn't at first understand the significance of the fight in Russia and wanted

to know a lot about it before they were satisfied that help should be given.

I believe our trip to Moscow and your prompt auction helped to clear the

way for the all-out assistance we are now giving. I believe that most

Americans now see clearly that aid to Russia in her fight against Nazi

invasion in no way compromises our attitude towards Communism.

We learned some things that helped to explain why the Russians have belied

the early pessimistic forecasts of their resistance. Two American air officers

had been for a couple of months with the Russians, helping to assemble American

Aircraft and teaching Russian pilots how to fly them. Believe it or not, these

American officers told me that the Russian pilots adapted themselves more

quickly to our planes and with less accidents than would have a similar group

of American pilots.

And the much maligned Russian mechanic shows skill and ingenuity and a

will to work which would be an example to the mechanics either here or in my

country. From daylight to dark, 14 hours a day, these men were working in the

open, regardless of rain or cold. Our young air officers had arrived

sceptical, but became convinced by their daily content that the Russian air

force would make good use of all we could send them.

A number of our party saw airplanes and airplane engines in the building -

as many factories as we had time to see. Those factories were equipped with

the latest American and British machine tools, managed by men who had studied

production methods in the United States and in England. The workmanship and

organisation were good and the product - the Soviet airplane - a competent
combat weapon. We found workmen ready to return on their weekly day of rest

to work WITHOUT PAY to help increase production.

I was interested too to learn of what had been done to move factories

from the over-run areas to safety in the East, in accordance with pre-arranged

plans. In the plants we visited, machine tools were numbered and heavy

machines were not embedded in concrete but bolted to the floor ready to be

moved at a moment’s notice. And the operator goes with his machine in

same railway wagon, ready to set it up and operate it at the new site. He is

ready to accept any hardship to have his opportunity to work again and do his

share.
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The Russian workmen can live well on black bread and cabbage, a tough

diet for many of us who are used to more varied foods, but it is good in

strength-giving qualities. The Russian peasant, the Moushik, has learned

to be a mechanic but he has still retained his peasant hardiness.

Everywhere we found the some determination - the will to fight is in

the Russian heart, and confidence too in the final outcome - confidence,
based on the knowledge of the sacrifice that all Russians are willing to

make to save their country from Hitler domination and in the vastness of

their territory.

Lord Beaverbrook has told you about our talks with Stalin. Stalin was

direct in his dealings with us. He told us exactly what he needed, and

asked what we would do about each item. He knows the problems of supply.
His is the brain directing the Russian armies. He has an amazing knowledge

of the details of equipment, and in fact corrected Lord Beaverbrook on

the horse power of the Merlin engine in the latest Hurricane. He found

this amusing. He can laugh even in serious conversation.

When the conference began he was not sure whether Britain or the

United States meant business. Before the conference was over he was no

longer in doubt.

Immediately, action in Great Britain and America was redoubled.

I must confess that you have set for us a fast pace in the supplies

you are pouring to Russia. Your Prime Minister, with characteristic vigour,
lost not a single hour in giving the necessary commands, and when Lord

Beaverbrook returned he saw that item by item was released in the quantities
needed. Nothing was allowed to stand in the way.

I cannot speak of the military items, but I can mention sugar. We

know how closely you have been rationed, and yet thousands of tons of sugar

have been despatched to Russia to satisfy an immediate need.

I pay tribute to the leadership of your Prime Minister, and the energy,

and resourcefulness of your Minister of Supply. The response too of the

British people - your demands for even greater action, have been an inspiration.
You have set the pace but you can have confidence that we will do our share.

President Roosevelt is as determined as your Prime Minister. He

understands clearly the destructive forces that are loose in the world and

the interdependency of the American destiny with that ofthe British.

He hates Hitler and all he stands for with that same burning hatred

as does Winston Churchill.

Much is being said today in Britain and America of the hope of the

future in the will of our two nations to walk side by side with common aim

and common action.

At the historic meeting at sea, your Prime Minister and our President

talked together face to face of these problems. Out of the discussions came

the "Eight Points". It perhaps comes as a surprise to you that these

"Eight Points" cleared many doubts in the minds of Americans as to British

objectives.

It was inspiring to us who attended that famous church service on the

Prince of Wales to hear British sailors and American sailors sing with

equal confidence those moving hyms well known to both from childhood. Yet

in spite of all we have in common, there is still much to be mutually
learned if suspicions are to be set aside and we are to work together. It

will not be easy - patience and sacrifice will be needed on both sides. Yet

it is ours to do. The hope of all freedom-loving people is at stake.

But the war is our immediate task. The American people, in ever

increasing numbers, understand this. Isolationism, as a national policy,
is a thing of the past. What part we will play in the fight to Victory I

cannot prophesy, but I know, as the need unfolds, you will not find us lacking.
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